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Definitions and Cautionary Note
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References in this presentation to “our Company” or the “Corporation” and to “SPC” refer to SHLPH. The words “we”, “us” and “our” are used to refer to SHLPH or to 
those who work for SHLPH. 

This content contains forward-looking statements (within the meaning of the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995) concerning the financial condition, 
results of operations and businesses of Shell. All statements other than statements of historical fact are, or may be deemed to be, forward-looking statements. Forward-
looking statements are statements of future expectations that are based on management’s current expectations and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks 
and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in these statements. Forward-looking 
statements include, among other things, statements concerning the potential exposure of Shell to market risks and statements expressing management’s expectations, 
beliefs, estimates, forecasts, projections and assumptions. These forward-looking statements are identified by their use of terms and phrases such as “aim”, “ambition”, 
‘‘anticipate’’, ‘‘believe’’, ‘‘could’’, ‘‘estimate’’, ‘‘expect’’, ‘‘goals’’, ‘‘intend’’, ‘‘may’’, “milestones”, ‘‘objectives’’, ‘‘outlook’’, ‘‘plan’’, ‘‘probably’’, ‘‘project’’, ‘‘risks’’, “schedule”, 
‘‘seek’’, ‘‘should’’, ‘‘target’’, ‘‘will’’ and similar terms and phrases. There are a number of factors that could affect the future operations of Shell and could cause those 
results to differ materially from those expressed in the forward-looking statements included in this content, including (without limitation): (a) price fluctuations in crude oil 
and natural gas; (b) changes in demand for Shell’s products; (c) currency fluctuations; (d) drilling and production results; (e) reserves estimates; (f) loss of market share 
and industry competition; (g) environmental and physical risks; (h) risks associated with the identification of suitable potential acquisition properties and targets, and 
successful negotiation and completion of such transactions; (i) the risk of doing business in developing countries and countries subject to international sanctions; (j) 
legislative, judicial, fiscal and regulatory developments including regulatory measures addressing climate change; (k) economic and financial market conditions in 
various countries and regions; (l) political risks, including the risks of expropriation and renegotiation of the terms of contracts with governmental entities, delays or 
advancements in the approval of projects and delays in the reimbursement for shared costs; (m) risks associated with the impact of pandemics, such as the COVID-19 
(coronavirus) outbreak; and (n) changes in trading conditions. No assurance is provided that future dividend payments will match or exceed previous dividend 
payments. All forward-looking statements contained in this content are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements contained or referred to in this 
section. Readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Additional risk factors that may affect future results are contained in Shell plc’s Form 
20-F for the year ended December 31, 2023 (available at www.pilipinas.shell.com.ph/investors and www.sec.gov.ph). These risk factors also expressly qualify all forward-
looking statements contained in this content and should be considered by the reader. Each forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date of publication 
mentioned on this website. Neither Shell plc nor any of its subsidiaries undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement as a result of
new information, future events or other information. In light of these risks, results could differ materially from those stated, implied or inferred from the forward-looking 
statements contained in this content.
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Key Messages

2023 Highlights:
 Net income of PHP1.2b lower than prior year due to high 

interest rate environment and decline in global product prices
 Marketing earnings up 65% propelled by premium product 

mix and PHP0.9b OPEX savings surpassing commitment of 
PHP0.5b

 Highest cash flow from operations in the last three years 
amounting to PHP4.3b

2024 Outlook:
 SPC celebrates its 110th year in the Philippines and remains 

committed to power progress for the Filipinos
 SPC to grow with Philippine economy as lower inflation and 

higher GDP growth are expected in 2024
 First in class low carbon products and solutions to lead in the 

energy transition, non-fuel offers to complement existing 
business model

Shell Group Brand 
and Reputation 

Strong 
partner in 

nation 
building

Powering 
progress

Attractive 
dividend 

policy
Protecting the 
environment

Executive Summary
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PH GDP slows down but remains high at 5.6%, interest rate reaches 16-year high

4Sources:  Philippine Inflation; Mean of Platts Singapore; PH GDP; GDP World Bank forecast; BSP Interest Rates; Inflation outlook; Inflation
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BSP ended 2023 with an interest rate >3x 
higher than 2022

Fuel prices tamp down after increase in Q3, 
remains lower vs FY22 average

5.6% 5.8%
FY23 Actual 

vs 7.6% in 2022
FY24

Forecast

GDP growth fell below gov’t target of 6–7%; 
next two years expected to follow trend

6.0% 3.6%
FY23 Actual

vs 5.8% in 2022
FY24

Forecast

PH inflation returns to a declining trend, ends 
4Q 2023 within gov’t target



Higher marketing earnings offset by borrowing costs and inventory holding losses 
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ChangeFY 2023FY 20224Q 20233Q 2023

FY 22 vs FY 23: 65% increase in marketing delivery offset by PHP1.8b inventory 
loss vs PHP1.6b gain in 2022
3Q 23 vs 4Q 23: PHP1.9b inventory holding loss in Q4 vs gain in Q3

(2.90)1.184.08(0.87)1.93Net Income After 
Tax

FY 22 vs FY 23: Marketing delivery tempered by PHP1.4b increase in 
borrowing cost vs prior year
3Q 23 vs 4Q 23: Improved topline delivery and reduced cost in 4Q

(0.51)2.312.820.710.17Core Earnings

FY 22 vs FY 23: Significant improvement due to active inventory and 
receivables management
3Q 23 vs 4Q 23: Active management of working capital

2.644.261.623.332.87Cash flow from 
operations

FY 22 vs FY 23: Global fuel prices declining trend in 2023 vs increase in 2022(3.33)(1.77)1.56(1.84)1.63Inventory holding 
gain/ loss

FY 22 vs FY 23: ~2% interest in early 2022 vs ~6.5% in 20231.432.290.850.620.63Borrowing costs

in billion PHP

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

ROACE

8%
vs 14% in FY 2022

Gearing

56%
vs 52% in FY 2022

1.9 4.0 3.3
0.9

1.6 1.62.8 

5.6 4.9 

2.9 

FY21 FY22 FY23 FY24

Mobility Supply chain

Capital Expenditure (in millions Php)

Php 2.0bn 
reduction

Volume (in billions of liters)

0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6 
0.4 0.36 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 

1Q21 2Q21 3Q21 4Q21 1Q22  2Q22 3Q22 4Q22 1Q23 2Q23 3Q23 4Q23

Mobility Commercial Others

3.9BL 4.2BL 4.0BL
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1
Improving Top-line Performance

4% increase in Mobility’s volume delivery supported by 
enhanced supply chain competitiveness and targeted 

marketing initiatives

2
OPEX and CAPEX Reduction

Realized PHP0.9b OPEX savings, higher than PHP0.5b 
commitment. Delivered CAPEX reduction vs PY. 

3
Heightened Working Capital Management
Optimized inventory coupled with treasury operational 

excellence leading to almost PHP3b improvement in CFFO

Delivering on the 2023 Priorities



Marketing promotions and loyalty offers contribute to volume growth
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Introduction of the new 
UnionBank x Shell Power 

card that carries high 
rebates and no annual 

fees

Customers can convert 
their GO+ points into 

Mabuhay miles

Giftaway vouchers for 
participating merchants 
can be claimed using 

GO+ points

Enhancing Customer Experience through New Partnerships

27%

Premium Fuel 
Penetration

+4%
vs FY 2022

Fuels Volume

36
Over 1,100 sites

New Sites

MOBILITY

Since the launch of A2Z program, 
Fleet Solutions has partnered with 

~10 customers to aid in their 
decarbonization journeys as they 

expand their own networks.

First battery swapping 
station energized.

Shell’s first ever battery 
swapping station in Quezon 
City piloted to test 2-wheel 

and 3-wheel EV market

Shell Recharge launches 
1st 100% geothermal 
energy destination 
charging station.

Unveiling EV charging station 
in partnership with Seven/ 

NEO BGC
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TotalNewStore Format
23952Select 
9724Deli2go
1313Shell Café 

48622SHOC+/HSC *
22957Co-locators
16476Clip Ins

Non-Fuel Retail Operating Profits

More than double NFR income since FY16
+13% vs FY22 (prior year)
+40% vs FY19 (pre-pandemic)

COVID impact

2,945 

2,601 

2,096 

1,698 

2,100 
1,829 

1,646 
1,434 

20232022202120202019201820172016

* Shell Helix Oil Change (SHOC+) & Helix Service Center (HSC)

Shell Café boosts 
coffee and food 

sales.
Coffee sales more 
than doubled while 
food sales are up 
by 40% vs 2022.

NFR Income retain double digit growth, up by 13% vs FY 2022

MOBILITY

New co-locators contribute to improved 
performance for Alliance. 

Strong partnerships with food, lifestyle and 
other brands further increased NFR operating 

profit

Marketing promotions aid in 
lubricants growth.

More customers are availing of 
lubricants and oil change services at the 

forecourt.  



B2B remains resilient with new customer wins, retains strong premium penetration
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Shell Lubricants partners with 
Geely Philippines. Shell 
continues to be the preferred OEM 
partner for ~70% of the market. 

Lubricants

 Volume growth of 4% vs FY 2022
 Launch of technical services such as LubeMatch & LubeChat
 E-commerce dominance, top brand in Shopee & Lazada 
 Strengthening delivery through new partnerships 

Aviation

 Volume growth of 12% vs PY in line with airline industry 
recovery

Commercial Fuels

 Carbon compensation program with 5 partners in various industries
 New customer wins significantly contributed to additional volume
 Roadshows completed with customers for further awareness on benefits of 

Fuel Save Diesel.

Construction & Road

 Completed the rehabilitation of Kennon 
road Shell Instapave.

 Paving of airstrip and surrounding vicinity 
for an airbase using Shell Bitumen.

 Defend industry leadership despite 
industry slowdown.

COMMERCIAL



Driving sustainability in our operations
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Solar Farm & Vortex Project

Trading & Supply drives lower 
carbon emissions with 13kW solar 
farm and wind turbines to capture 
and store energy in the Calapan

terminal.
Approximate reduction of 
CO2 equivalent to 12 trees 

annually

Shell celebrated its 2nd

Sustainability Week that 
highlights continued efforts 

to innovate with 
sustainability in mind.   

Sustainability Week 2023

SUSTAINABILITY

Mobility Installations

500

176

380

110

115

LED lights

Solar panels

Inverter 
technology

Eco brick
Installation

Greenwall

400

400

180

200

Paint ALL SITES painted with non-harmful paints



Growing the business through cost savings and operational efficiency 
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Shell signs contract for Cebu import terminal
The Company aims to open its 5th import terminal, 

located in Cebu, by Q4 2025 to build on the strong 
presence in Visayas.

TRADING & SUPPLY

Increased customer satisfaction 
score

Partnerships with Bureau of Fire 
Protection, Philippine Coast Guard 
and Philippine Maritime Police

Reduced freight cost of ~P50 million 
because of commissioning of tanks

Additional cost reduction efforts that 
contributed to overall SPC savings

~PHP5b
Reduction in working capital 

achieved through active inventory 
management and optimization



FY 2023 Awards and Recognitions
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Awarded as SEA’s 
Best Investor 

Relations Officer 
(small-cap). 

Also shortlisted in 
small-cap category 
Best Annual Report, 
Best ESG Report, 

Best Overall 
Investor Relations

Innovation in Communications / PR. Award for 
Let's Keep Moving the Philippines Forward 

Video.

Innovation in Product Design and 
Development in Construction, Manufacturing 

or Materials for Shell Bitumen FreshAir.

Innovation in Communications/PR and 
Community Relations, Excellence in Social 
Impact for “40 stories in 40 years: How 

Pilipinas Shell Foundation Touched the Lives 
of 12 million Filipinos”.

Innovative Achievement in Corporate Social 
Responsibility, for “Power and Empowerment 

through SINAG: Save, Invest, Nurture, 
Access to Green Energy and Technologies”.

Innovation

Philippines Distribution Experience of the Year
Philippines User Experience of the Year

Customer Experience

Awarded by the Institute 
of Corporate Directors 

with a 2-Arrow award for 
exemplary performance 

in Corporate 
Governance.

Corporate Governance

Investor Relations Employer

Recognized as a top employer in the 
Philippines in various publications.



Leadership Team Appointment
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Mike is a strong business leader spanning almost 30 years of experience in Shell.

 Brings 25 years of experience in Mobility in Sales and Operations, Network Planning & 
Development, Site Operations Excellence and Strategy. 

 Started as a Territory Manager, and as Sr. District Manager led his team to 5 consecutive 
years as the Top Sales District in the Philippines

 The first to be awarded as the Global District Manager in Shell for 2 years in a row
 As Network Manager he covered various Asian markets including NMEs in China and 

India, and as Strategy Team Lead in Asia/Middle East he implemented operating platform 
change in 12 markets. He also refreshed the strategy of Mobility Philippines to position it 
for competitiveness and growth

 Developed a global program for the sales frontline to improve business performance and 
make them commercially focused, enabled by technology.

 Strong advocate of gender balance and DE&I
 He has a BS Civil Engineering degree from the University of the Philippines and an MBA 

from Ateneo de Manila University. He also took a leadership program in INSEAD. Mike Ramolete
Vice President for Mobility

Effective 01 April 2024
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Continue to be a major player in the energy industry 
by recapturing the market profitably
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 Positive free cash flow available for dividends
 Deliver 15-20% CAGR in Core Earnings from 2023 to 25; Gearing of 45-50% through the cycle
 Maintain attractive dividend policy

 Volume growth higher than industry
 Cross business integration to defend position & capture new opportunities

 Continued advocacy work & elevating standards with organizations in private & public sectors
 Provide low carbon product & solutions to decarbonize transport & industry sectors
 Carry out sustainability initiatives while leveraging on low carbon operations 

Regain strong earnings, cash & dividend-paying positions 
through E2E margin maximization & cost efficiencies

Elevating industry standards on governance 
& advancing the energy transition

Targeting pre-pandemic earnings & delivering positive FCF to enable 
deleveraging and dividend distribution
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